We shall also prove : THEOREM 
The map f:X-*Y is an (N-l)-homotopy equivalence if t and only if, f n '^n(X) -nr n (Y) is an isomorphism onto for each rc = l, • • , N-l.
If AX = A 7 = 0 then it is obvious that X and F, being connected, are both absolute retracts. Therefore any map, X-»F, is a homotopy equivalence and Theorem 1, likewise Theorem 3 below, is trivial. Similarly Theorems 2 and 4 are trivial if NS1. Therefore we shall assume that iV~ 1 in Theorems 1 and 3 and N*z2 in Theorems 2 and 4.
Theorem 2 is significant in the theory of polyhedra or cell complexes. For the (n -l) -homotopy type of the ^-section is a homotopy invariant of a given complex K (that is, is the same for any complex of the same homotopy type). It is equivalent to what I have previously called the n-group (see [6] and [7] ) of K, but now propose to call the n-type. These statements will be proved in a later paper in which the w-type of a complex will be further discussed.
A map fiX-^Y is not necessarily an m-homotopy equivalence if fu * * • > fm are isomorphisms onto, where m<N-l.
For example, let F be a complex projective plane, let JC F be a 2-sphere, which is a complex line in F, and let ƒ :X-»Fbe the identity. If g: Y-+X were a 2-homotopy inverse of ƒ, then g\X = gf\X->X would be of degree + 1 and would therefore induce the identical automorphism of TZ(X). But fzWz(X) = 0. Therefore it would be absurd to suppose that g\X can be extended to a map g : F->X.
Theorem 1, restricted to polyhedra and weakened by replacing N by max (dim X + l, dim F), is essentially a restatement of parts of Theorems 15 and 17 in [6, pp. 273 and 277] . The generalization to CR-spaces was suggested by a theorem proved by Sze-Tsen Hu in [9] , However we do not actually use Hu's theorem. Instead we follow Lefschetz's approach to the subject and eventually deduce Hu's theorem in a modified form. Of course Theorem 1 does not mean that X and F are necessarily of the same homotopy type if ir n (X) «7r n ( F) for all values 4 of n. The crux of the matter is not merely that T n (X) «7T n (F) but that a certain set of isomorphisms, f n '7r n (X) -~>7r n (F), can be "realized geometrically" by means of a map f:X-»F.
Let X be the universal covering space of a given CR-space, X> with base point # 0 £-X\ Then a point, #£-?, is a homotopy class of 4 For example x"(P 4 XS 3 ) « ir n (S 5 XS 2 ) for every n ^ 1, where P 4 is a complex projective plane and S r is an r-sphere. This example is due to Hsîen-Chung Wang. For other examples see [10] . paths, with fixed end points, joining xo to the point p#£X, where p is the projection, p: X-»X, which is thus defined. Thus X contains a base point, #o£J?, which corresponds to the constant path on #o-If TTI{X) = 1 we identify X with X, taking x=px. Let H n (X) be the nth. homology group 6 of X. Let Y be another CR-space, let F, H n {Y) be similarly defined and let p also denote the projection p: F-»F. Then a given map f:X-»F can be "lifted" into a unique map ƒ: J?-»F, such that/p=p/, fxo -yo, where yo-fxo and Jo are the base points in Y and F. The map ƒ induces homomorphisms H n (X) -->iJ M (F), which we shall also describe as induced by f:X->F. In particular F may be a finite, AX-dimensional polyhedron, which dominates Xy and f:X-»Fa map with a left inverse g: F->X. Let g: T-+X be the map obtained by lifting g. Then a homotopy &ƒ->1 may be lifted into a homotopy lf-*u> where u\X-»J? is a transformation in the covering group (that is, pu=p). Therefore u~lg is a left homotopy inverse of ƒ (likewise /w" 1 is a right homotopy inverse of g) and F dominates X. It follows that iI n (J?)=0 if n>àîm F = dim F=AX. Therefore, if X, Y are any two CR-spaces, iJ w (X)=0, iJ w (F)=0 if w>max (AX, AF). We shall prove: Let X be a finite cell complex. 6 Then the groups H n (X) may be defined in terms of chain groups, 7 C n (X), which are free 9Î(X)-modules, where 8î(X) is the group ring of iri(X), with integral coefficients. According to Eilenberg and Steenrod a map,/:X->F, of X into another complex F, is said to be cellular if, and only if, fX n QY n for each w = 0, 1, • • • , where X n , Y n are the n-sections of 6 It is to be understood that all our homology groups are defined, as in [12] , in terms of singular chains with integral coefficients. 6 That is, a complex of the sort defined on p. 1235 of [7] or in a forthcoming book by S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod. 7 Cf. [il, chap IV, §17]. The generalization from ordinary polyhedral complexes to the more general cell complexes will be described in the book by Eilenberg and Steenrod. C n (X) is the relative homology group H n (X n , X n~l ), where X r is the r-section of X. For an account of chain mappings and chain equivalences see [4] and [12] . 
di(X)-»9î(F) is the homomorphism induced by fi'Tri(X)-*ici(Y).
A chain mapping y:C(X)->C(?) of the family C(J?) -{C*(*) I into the family C(f) ~ {C n (F)} is defined in purely algebraical terms as a homomorphism, a:7Ti(X)-*7Ti( F), together with a family of operator homomorphisms, y:C n (%) ->C n (¥), such that 07=79, where ô is the boundary operator. If 7 is the chain mapping, which is induced by some (cellular) map /:X-->F, then ƒ will be described as a geometrical realization of 7. From Theorem 2 we have the corollary: COROLLARY 
If a given chain equivalence* y:C{£)-*C(f) has a geometrical realization, f \X-*Y, then f is a homotopy equivalence.
This corollary shows that the problem of determining conditions for a given chain mapping to have a geometrical realization is fundamental in the homotopy theory of complexes. In a later paper we shall prove that, if X is at most 3-dimensional, then any chain mapping, 7: C(J?)-»C(F), has a geometrical realization, subject to certain conditions on 7:Co(-£)~-»Co(P).
Let X, F,/:X->F be as in Theorem 2 and let iV = max (AX, AY). Then we prove, as a companion to Theorem 2: THEOREM 
The mapf:X~>Yis an (N-I)-homotopy equivalence if (a) each of the induced homomorphisms
is an isomorphism into. Let X, Y be any compacta and ƒ : X-»F a given map. We form the topological product XXI and, replacing X by a homeomorph, if necessary, assume that no two of X, F, XXI have a point in common.
Conversely, if f:X->Y is an (N-l)-homotopy equivalence, so is the lifted map, f'.X-ïf, and H n {X)-*H n (¥) is an isomorphism onto for
Let Z be the mapping cylinder, which is formed by identifying 9 (x, 0)<EXXI with x and (x, 1) with fxE Y for each xEX. Let P, Q be compacta, which dominate X, F, respectively, and let X:-XT-»P, \':P->X, jit: F-»<2, p':Q~>Y be maps such that X'X^l, JU'M~L Let R be the mapping cylinder of the map fjf\':P->Q. Then our lemma is: LEMMA 
The pair (R, P) dominates (Z, X).
Let £t:X-*X and rj t : F->Fbe homotopies such that ^o^X'X, £i = l, >7o=M
This is single-valued, hence continuous (see and since g 8 xo travels along the segment (xo, I) in the homotopy g 8 , it follows that j n is an isomorphism onto and that k n is its inverse. Since ƒ = ki we have fn = k n in. Therefore in-jrjn and i n , like / n , is an isomorphism onto for n»l, • • • , N.
Let 2^nSN and consider the homotopy sequence
in which (1) is i n and (4) is i n _i. Since (1) is onto it follows from the exactness of the sequence that (2) maps 7r n (Z) into zero. Since (4) is an isomorphism it follows that (3) is into zero and (2) is onto. Therefore 7T n (Z, X) = 0 for n = l, • • • , N, where 7Ti(Z, X) = 0 means that 11 ii:7Ti(X)-~>7Ti(Z) is onto. Notice that if, in addition, i#+i is onto, then it follows from (3.1) that 7r N+ i(Z t X) =0. Let P be a finite, AX-dimensional simplicial complex, which dominates X, and Q a finite, A F-dimensional simplicial complex which dominates F. Let R y X, /x, rjt, etc. mean the same as in §2. Since Z is (obviously) arcwise connected and since 7r n (Z, X)=0 for n = 1, • • • , iV^dim Q it follows from a standard argument 12 that 10 We distinguish between maps u:A ->B, v:A-*C, where B(ZC, B&C, even if ua = va for each a&A. 11 Since X is arcwise connected this is equivalent to the condition that any arc in Z, with its end points in X, is deformable, with its end points held fixed, into an arc in Z.
12 [14, p. 526 ]. This argument is recapitulated, in a slightly more general form, in §8 below (Lemma 5).
there is a homotopy, ô t lQ->Z, such that 5o^v f \Q^jix f t 5\Q(ZX. Therefore 5</x: Y~*Z is a homotopy such that SOM-JM'M-JÏÏO, 8ijuF CSiQQX. Moreover we assume, as we obviously may, that Si/x/tfo^tfo, where XQ is the base point of T n (X) and ?r n (Z). Let h%\ Y->Z be the homotopy which is given by
Then h Q =j, AiFCZ,/h# 0 ==*<)• Therefore the resultant of the homotopy g t :Z->Z, followed by h t k:Z->Z t is a deformation, A t :Z-*Z t such that Ao = l, AiZC-X\ Aiffo-xo. Let c£7Ti(Z) be the element which is represented by the track of xo in the homotopy A*. Since i\ is onto we have c~i\a for some aÇzTTi(X). Let 0o*. 2o be taken as base points for ir n (X), 7r n (F). After suitable homotopies of X, j u> if necessary, we assume that \x 0 =*po, M^o^öo-We then deform ƒ so that fx 0 -yo and finally g so that gyo -tfo. Let gn\Tr n (Y)-nr n (X) be the homomorphism induced by g and let X n , Mn, X n ', Mn be the homomorphisms of ir n (X), 7r n ( Y), r n (P), ir n {Q), which are induced by X, ju, X', /x'. Since X'X~1, /i'/x-1 we have Xn'Xn^a», iinix n -fi ni where a n , j3 n are automorphisms 15 of 7r n (X), x n (F). Also gf\'\P N~l~\ '\P N -\ whence gnfn^n -oin^n if l=£»=£iV--1, where a n ' :7r n (I)->Xn(X) is an automorphism. Therefore gnfnOin = gnfr^n X n = <Xn X» X» ==: OJn 0!n, whence gnfn^oin* Similarly fngn^Pn where /3 n ':7r n (7)~^r n (F) is an automorphism. Hence 16 it easily follows that f n is an isomorphism onto and the theorem is established.
Lemmas on homology.
Let A and BQA be any arcwise connected spaces. Then we have: LEMMA 7r 2 (-4, B) is Abelian, Consider the homotopy sequence
If the injection homomorphism ii:wi(B)->iri(A) is an isomorphism (into) then
If (3) is an isomorphism, then (2) is into zero and (1) is onto. Therefore the lemma follows from the fact that ^(A) is Abelian. This is an extension of a theorem due to W. Hurewicz, to which it reduces in case B is a single point. S. Eilenberg [12, p. 443] has given a proof of Hurewicz's theorem which, with minor modifications, establishes Lemma 3.
On combining Lemmas 2 and 3 we have the following lemma. 6. Proof of Theorem 3. Let ƒ : X-* F be a map which induces isomorphisms of iri(X) and H n (X) (w = 0, 1, • • • ) onto 7Ti(F) and H n (¥) and let the notation be the same as in §3. Let 2 be the universal covering space of Z, with XoÇzX as base point. Since f\lTTI(X) -*TTI( F) is an isomorphism onto it follows from an argument used at the beginning of §3 that iiiir^X)-»7Ti(Z) is an isomorphism onto. Therefore we may identify X, and similarly F, with the sub-sets of 2 which cover X and F respectively. Then it follows from arguments similar to those at the beginning of §3, including (3.1), with X, F, Z replaced by X, f\ 2 and homotopy groups replaced by homology groups, that all the relative homology groups H n (2, X) (n = 1, 2, • • • ) are zero. Since wi(X) = l y 7TI(2) = 1 it follows from Lemma 4 that 7T n (£, X) = 0 for each n à 1. Therefore 7r n (Z, X) « 0 (n ê 2) and i x :wi(X) ->7Ti(Z) is onto. Therefore the theorem follows from the proof of the simpler version of Theorem 1, which was mentioned towards the end of §3.
7. Proof of Theorem 4, It follows from the conditions (a), (b) of Theorem 4 and from (3.1), with X, F, Z replaced by X, F, 2 and homotopy groups replaced by homology groups, that H n (2, X) =0 for n = 2,---,iV-l. Therefore ir n {2 y X) = 0 and hence 7r n (Z, X) =0 for w = 2, • • • , N-l. Also/i is onto, whence 7Ti(Z, X)=0, and /;y-i is an isomorphism. Therefore the first half of Theorem 4 follows from the proof of Theorem 2.
The second half of Theorem 4 is trivial if iV = 2, since X and F are simply connected. Therefore we assume that N*z3. Using the same notation as before, let P be the universal covering space of P, with a base point £o£P°. As at the end of §4, let the base points XoÇ:X, yoE F, qoGQ 0 be such that where .P w is the w-section of P. Let <t>:K->X be a given map, where
